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Dear Reader,

The days of constant rain have gone, the skies above are blue and the vibrant spring colours have sprung. And who 
doesn?t welcome the lighter mornings and evenings? Winter has finally departed and if you're anything like me, you will 
have been rejoicing a few weeks ago - ?Allelujia!?!

Here at H&VN, we have always strived to be optimistic, positive and cheerful. We even managed to get through 2019 
without ever mentioning the ?B Word?.  But suddenly life is very different.  In spite of the beauty of our countryside and the 
warmth of the Devon sun, we cannot ignore the dark cloud that suddenly hangs over our heads. COVID-19 is here. 
Without a doubt, it will change our lives forever.

A short while ago, Chris and I attended a meeting at The Beehive, organised by Heather Penwarden who is well known in 
the area for her invaluable work with the Honiton Action Dementia Alliance. Remarkably she had managed to get together 
representatives from an incredible range of local organisations at very short notice - all people who are committed to 
helping our residents through the many difficulties that lie ahead.  And so the Honiton Coronavirus Information Line and 
Support Group were born.  Please see pages 6 and 7 for full details. Through tireless work by volunteers, an incredible 
range of services are now on offer for anyone who needs help.  So amongst the worry and angst, there is hope and light.  
Because here in East Devon we are part of a community that really cares.  This is without doubt a very good place to live 
during such a world-wide crisis.

The future is unclear for all of us at this juncture, but here at H&VN we are committed to publishing the magazine every 
month.  When we launched last July, we outlined our ethos "to celebrate our incredible community, enable good local 
communications, and to support and inform all our residents, businesses, charities, groups and clubs" - and indeed that is 
now more important than ever.  But we are also realistic.  At the time of writing, most of the editorial team are in isolation, 
many of our advertisers are now closed and we have no idea how distribution will work in future. But we are already 
looking at ways to resolve these issues and please rest assured - we will do our best to ensure that the magazine 
continues.  Being particularly keen to support our readers who are unable to leave their homes, we are also launching a 
delivery service by post.  The magazine will remain free but there will be a charge of £1.25 per month to cover p&p.  If you 
are interested in subscribing to this, please call Charles on 07939 723102.

We hope that you enjoy this edition. We have strived hard to get the balance right - offering supportive information about 
the pandemic, whilst also celebrating all that is good and happy in our community.

I like to think that we'll be back with you soon, but if that does prove impossible, please find us online at 
honitonvillagenews.co.uk 

We wish you well. Take great care and please keep safe.

Katherine
on behalf of The Editorial Team
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MESSAGES FROM OUR CHURCHES
As Christians we believe that Jesus commands us to love God with all our hearts,  and to love our neighbours as 
ourselves.  At the moment, there is undoubtedly an emphasis on that second part, and indeed, living out that command to  
love our neighbour as ourselves is the way in which we show our love for the God who Christians believe dwells within 
each person.  There is, inevitably, a lot of fear and panic going around us at the moment. Obviously we need to abide by 
the Government's advice, and do everything we possibly can to arrest the spread of this virus.  However, we strongly 
believe that this should not be at the expense of showing care and concern for those in our communities who are frail, 
elderly, isolated or  have underlying health conditions,  Fear and panic have a habit of spreading just like a virus, but so 
can care, compassion and concern.  As members of the local churches we commit ourselves to doing all we can to help 
those around us who are struggling at this time and have no doubt that the wider community will do so too. Let's hope & 
pray that here in Honiton love, care, compassion and concern can also go viral in our community.

Revd Sue Roberts,  Fr Jose Romero, Tim Judson and Ben Haslam, 
leaders of the Church of England, Roman Catholic, Baptist and Methodist Churches in Honiton

Volunteers at the local Food Bank are bracing themselves for the busiest period since it was first established in 2012. 
Managers anticipate that those losing their income as a result of the Coronavirus pandemic are likely to need help and 
could greatly increase demand.

The Food Bank is organised by The Community Church and operates from their offices at The King?s Centre in Lees 
Buildings, off the High Street in Honiton. It caters for anyone who is in ?Food Crisis?, having no food and no money with 
which to buy food for themselves and their dependants.

Vouchers are distributed via numerous local bodies including Citizens Advice Bureau, EDDC Housing, Devon CC Social 
Services, Job Centre Plus and several of the churches in Honiton. These can be taken to The King?s Centre on Tuesday 
and Friday, between 1pm and 3pm, when volunteers will redeem vouchers with non-perishable food sufficient for 3 days.

The church is working with other local charities to establish a delivery system so that those who are housebound or 
self-isolating are able to access food in times of need. Anyone in this situation is asked to contact the Food Bank to make 
suitable arrangements.

Foodbank manager Steve Masters commented, ?Given the current situation we?re really grateful for all the support and 
donations we have received. As circumstances change it is important that we continue to support the most vulnerable in 
the community.?

The Food Bank can be contacted by email on foodbank@thecommunitychurch.co.uk 
or by telephone during opening hours, 01404 43800

Norman Amey, Kings Centre Foodbank

Food bank volunteers - Norman (left) and Steve & Dee (right)
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HONITON COMMUNITY COLLEGE NEWS

Each year the Sixth Form students from Honiton 
Community College challenge themselves to a 24 hour 
event to raise money for a local charity. This has included 
completing 24 Triathlons in 24 hours, cycling from Lands 
End to John O'Groats and back in the 24 hours and last 
year they cycled and rowed to Brussels and back to 
Honiton to recognise the key event of Brexit. Over £10,000 
has been raised in 4 years through these and various 
other smaller events for local charities and this year they 
were determined to keep the record going.

The Sixth Form has had a long lasting partnership with the 
Dementia group of Honiton and are all trained by Heather 
Penwarden to be a Dementia Friend. Some of our 
students have volunteered at the Memory Café and all of 
the students appreciate how much music can enrich 
anyone?s life and particularly people with dementia. The 
universal nature of the ability to enjoy music and dance 
provides a very powerful tool to enhance the quality of life 
of people with dementia. Sharing this pleasure in a group 
with others can add to the sense of well-being and 
belonging to a community. The Honiton Memory Cafe 
programme of activities seeks to include many and varied 
opportunities for the enjoyment of music and dance. 
Members love to go together to concerts, musical plays 
and films, to invite musicians to join our Memory Cafe 
meetings and even arrange our own Dementia Friendly 
concerts.

Therefore back in January we decided to challenge 
ourselves to a 24 hour continuous Dance-a-thon at the 
college with each hour being a different generation of 
music. There was indeed something for everyone! This 
was a brilliant way to involve our whole community in 
raising awareness about the power of music for people 
affected by dementia and to raise funds for the Honiton 
Memory Café musical programme. Our aim was to provide 
enough funds for 12 months of musical activity for the 

members and to date we have raised just over £1300 
which is an amazing amount that will really make a 
difference.

With the dance floor kindly donated by Honiton Golf Club 
for the event, we welcomed people from Honiton?s 
community with the members of the Memory Café coming 
to dance for an hour to their favourite tunes (a real mix!)  
and were  served a cream tea by the students that was 
kindly provided by Tesco Honiton. Cllr Duncan Sheridan 
Shaw danced for 2 hours to classics from the 80?s and 
90?s and when all of our legs were tired having danced 
through an Ibiza, Abba, 70?s, Country Music and Total 
Cheese hour to name but a few, we were very pleased to 
see Year 5 students from Honiton Primary School come to 
take over with their playlist for an hour on Friday morning. 
Thanks must go to  everyone who has supported this 
event with food to keep everyone going being provided by 
Impact Food Group, Tesco, The Accidental Vegan Café, 
Bartlett?s Farm Shop, The Crusty Cob, and to our great T 
Shirts that were sponsored by A1 Stitch and Print. Not 
forgetting thank you to all of the staff who had worked all 
day and then danced the night away in support of us all. 
We even had a live DJ at 1.30am playing us (and a 
dinosaur?!) tunes to keep us going.

It was the hardest challenge to date but the smiles on 
everyone?s faces ? even at 2.30am - made it all very 
worthwhile. Music is indeed a real uplift for everyone.

Money can still be donated on the online giving site 
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/honitonsixthform24 with 
every penny really helping enrich people's lives.

Honiton CC Sixth Form may only be a  small group of 
students but they have proved themselves again to be a 
mighty group making a real difference to their community.

Selena Burroughs, Director of Post 16

24hr Danceathon - A Mighty Challenge for HCC Sixth Form  
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NEWS FROM THE VILLAGES

Teresa & Dave Armstrong and Hud & Connie Hudson thoroughly 
enjoyed the show, singing along with great gusto, laughing and 
looking appalled in all the appropriate places! Quite a riotous evening 
for their first trip out to the newly opened King's Arms in Stockland. In 
fact there was a fabulous atmosphere as people gathered in the bar, 
some having just dined, coming to see some excellent pub theatre.

Now, over two weeks later as this magazine goes to press, it seems 
totally surreal and unthinkable in current troubled times that this event 
could ever have happened. It was a joyful night.  As we all fervently 
hope that no one had or will have Covid-19, it'll be a cherished 
memory of a great evening out in a lovely country pub, one which 
along with many others has had to adapt swiftly to serve their 
communities. The Kings Arms has had to close their doors once more, 
but the kitchen is still serving a takeaway menu and 80 roast dinners 
left the premises today! One thing has become blindingly apparent, 
community is critical and support for local businesses be it in the High 
Street, farm shop or pub, we all need each other. 

Wendy Van der Plank

Horses! Horses! A Riotous Night at the King's Arms with Wassail Theatre Co

?The Pub is the Hub, ladies and gents, so it?s use it or lose it 
time!?

Johnny?s putting on a Big Fun fundraiser tonight at the Nags 
Head, though he?s not in the mood for fun?  HORSES! 
HORSES! is the darkly comical tale of a stolen horse, wild 
west-country soul and the mess we make of relationships. 
Landlord Johnny is desperately trying to save his pub, while 
his wife Susie is hiding out on Ted?s farm. A show performed 
in the midst of the local boozer with pub games, pints, crisps, 
heartbreak and laughter, country music, lots of karaoke and a 
few surprises.

And so it was that the newly opened Kings Arms in Stockland was 
packed, as the play?s landlord, Johnny began proceedings with a 
fund raising pub quiz which swiftly descended into chaos, 

particularly as the fire alarm shrieked out and members of the audience were adopted as the show?s pub community to 
great hilarity.  Particularly splendid was Upottery?s, Phil Weller who, hankies thrust in hand, was hysterical as the resident 
Morris Man. He received a huge round of applause for being such a star and the company couldn?t quite believe their luck 
- in all their other shows, they had never encountered such a willing and wondrous Morris dancer!

There was a very diverse audience for this piece of  interactive pub theatre at the King?s Arms and the feedback certainly 
reflected this: "Bloomin? marvellous! Well done and what lovely voices"; "Great to see work like this in a pub setting, loved 
the music & singing, pretty bonkers"; "A simple story with lovely moments and great music" and "So glad we came, it was 
a fantastic thing to do!".

It was also really lovely to see that several people had seen the mention of this Villages in Action funded show in the 
Honiton & Villages news and decided to take a trip out to have supper in the Pub and enjoy a show, not quite knowing 
what to expect but game for an adventure anyway!



NEWS FROM THE VILLAGES
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Tree Planting in Yarcombe
An English Oak tree sapling provided by Perrie Hale Nursery in 
Honiton had been given to Yarcombe Parish Council by Devon 
County Council as part of the Ash die-back replacement scheme 
and members of the community gathered behind the Jubilee Hall 
on Saturday 14th March, where Mrs Nicola Meyrick performed the 
ceremonial planting.

This was the inaugural start to Yarcombe?s VE Day celebrations 
and there will be a dedication ceremony when a plaque will be 
erected on 8th May during other village activities which are being 
planned for all those in the village and around who wish to attend.

Share your experiences of Spring 2020.

Tell us your stories about you and COVID-19.

Send us your thoughts in writing, photography or art.

Email: honitonvillagenews@gmail.com

We're all in this together.



WILDLIFE AT DUMPDON HILL FORT
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Last summer, the National Trust rangers completed a wildflower survey at Dumpdon Hill 
Fort to assess the condition of the grasslands. An abundance of black medick, meadow 
buttercup and common sorrel was recorded in the flatter areas of the site where hay cuts 
are taken. A great display of bluebells was also recorded on recently cleared sections of 
the ramparts and throughout the woodland to the north of the site. Foxgloves, common 
spotted orchids, mouse ear, red clover and dandelions were also observed. Scrub 
clearance work carried out on the ramparts in recent years will help protect the vulnerable 
archaeology of the hill fort and create new areas of grassland at the site. By raking cut 
material off the slopes, the ranger team hope to be able to reduce nutrient levels in the soil 
and to create opportunities for improving the diversity of wildflowers at the site in future 
years.

Nibbled hazelnuts are frequently found throughout the site indicating the presence of wood mice, voles, squirrels and 
dormice. Dormice are incredibly hard to spot in the wild as they are mostly nocturnal, spending much of the spring and 
summer high up in the canopy feasting on nuts, berries and insects. Dormice also sleep a lot throughout the year and 
hibernate during the winter months. The ranger team have established a dormouse nest box scheme for the site, and the 
data recorded during this survey will contribute to the National Dormouse Monitoring Programme which monitors 
long-term trends in populations across the nation. Dormice are a protected species so inspection of nest boxes and 
handling of dormice must only be carried out by licenced personal.

The East Devon ranger team are hoping to establish two 
new surveys groups this year to help record butterflies and 
reptiles at the site. The 2020 State of Nature report 
highlighted that there has been a long-term decrease in 
the average abundance of butterflies (down 16%) due 
to growing pressure on the environment from 
agriculture, urbanisation, pollution and climate change etc. 
To help monitor trends at Dumpdon Hill Fort, the National 
Trust has designed a butterfly transect (approximately 2km) 
around the site and are looking for volunteers to help record 
butterflies at the site between April and September. The 
data captured during this survey will also feed into the 
United Kingdom Butterfly Monitoring Scheme. If you know a 
painted lady from a red admiral butterfly and would like to 
get involved with this survey, please contact Lucy 
Buckingham (email:lucy.buckingham@nationaltrust.org.ukor 
Tel: 01297 680507).

Adders and lizards were also sighted at Dumpdon Hill Fort last year so the rangers would like to establish a reptile survey 
group to help monitor reptiles at the site this spring. Artificial refugia (corrugated tins) will be placed across the Hill Fort to 
determine which reptile species are present at the site, to gather information about where certain species may be found, 
and identify important habitat features. These reptile surveys will involve looking for reptiles (adders, slow worms and 
common lizards) whilst slowly walking between the artificial refugia placed around the site. If you have an interest in 
reptiles and would like to get involved with this work, please get in touch.

Lucy Buckingham
Area Ranger



HONITON BABY CAFE

Honiton Baby Café launched in September 2019 following a successful pitch 
at the Honiton Dragon?s Den event in May. The group was put into motion by 
Lauren Costello-Fox, Gabrielle Mitchell, Clare Chapman, and Katie Gilks who 
saw a need for a breastfeeding support group in Honiton.

Everyone is welcome to this free weekly drop-in group which provides parents 
with a warm, welcoming atmosphere, where not only breastfeeding support is 
available from trained peer supporters, but a place to meet other parents and 
signpost to other services if needed. There is also alibrary of parenting books, 
slings to try, a cosy baby area and activities for 0-3 year olds.

The group has recently partnered with Tesco community who provide free 
food for their mini brunch club.

The group is usually held at the Children?s Centre next to Littletown Primary 
Academy on Honiton Bottom road every Monday 10 am -11.30 am.

Search for Honiton Baby Café on Facebook for regular updates.

Local Hub Supporting Mums to Breastfeed
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A VIEW FROM THE HILLS
by Miranda Gudenian
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First, I need to take a deep breath. Then I must put on my tin hat to ward off 
the flak that I fear might come my way. You see, I have to confess to a liking 
for rooks. Not in a pie under a baked crust but up in the topmost branches of 
the trees, swaying in the wind in their twig-clustered, ragbag nests.

Some people claim that one?s likes and dislikes are formed in the first few 
months of life. I was a winter baby and so, lying in my pram in the garden on 
warm spring days, the sounds that came to my ears were birdsong, the flutter 
and cooing of woodpigeons, bees buzzing in crab apple blossom, the cawing 
of rooks as they rebuilt their nests in the pine trees. Et voila: an abiding love 
of the natural world locked into my ?deep heart?s core?.

Rooks, like most of the corvid family, are Marmite birds, either loved or 
loathed. James I of Scotland loathed them and ordered their slaughter. In 
those far off days rooks were cleared by falcons, though it was not uncommon 
for rook to outwit peregrine as they brawled across miles of sky, no mean feat, 
leaving falconer and farmer with a grudging admiration for the canny bird that 
is not jet black like a crow, but has feathers that shimmer cobalt blue in 
sunlight.

Rooks can be an agricultural pest, flocking to new-sown fields to ravage crops 
of maize or peas with those chisel beaks. They mate for life and breed early in the season, but if a dry spell comes along 
and they can?t winkle out earthworms and leatherjackets from the soil to feed their young then they might make a grab at 
eggs and game chicks. That?s why rooks end up under a baked crust accompanied by mashed carrot and celeriac.

For me, though, the birds are an inseparable part of the landscape. It?s a pleasure to watch them blowing across the 
darkening sky on an autumnal Sunday as the sound of Evensong bells drifts from the church in the valley below. A 
pleasure to hear their cheery bustle high in the trees behind the house as they shore up last year?s nests in the harsh 
winds of February, squabbles breaking out because one bird has snitched twigs from its neighbour?s nest. Rooks are 
rubbish at making nests, just shove a twig in here, bung another in there, what does tidiness matter? The spring is 
coming, life?s to be lived! Then in May, straightening my back after a spot of weeding, I look up at the raucous youngsters 
as they hop out into the treetops, feathers billowing in the breeze.

Long years ago a shepherd friend of mine, walking his fields on a chill May morning, found a brancher ? a young rook - 
with an injured wing hunched by a stile. Shepherds and rooks tend to have a rocky relationship, rooks sometimes having 
a taste for a weak lamb. As the shepherd bent down the miserable bird raised its head and gave him a look that seemed 
to say: ?I suppose you are going to kill me, aren?t you?? There began a beautiful friendship that lasted some fifteen years.

Nursed back to health, The Rector ? for that was the name 
bestowed upon this youngster ? developed a fondness for 
Cheddar cheese sandwiches (if it wasn?t Cheddar he?d spit it 
out); mince for supper and a drop of whisky and warm milk at 
bedtime. The Rector loved doing the rounds of the sheep 
fields, perched on the passenger seat of the Landrover with 
the dogs. Shoelaces were of particular fascination and the 
procedure of wrestling with the knot and pulling the laces from 
their eyelets was always accompanied by several of the more 
than thirty sounds he could utter which included a fairly good 
imitation of a pair of tawny owls calling to one another.

This year the rooks are building high in the trees rather than 
lower down and according to country lore that means we shall 
have a good summer. In the turbulent times we are living 
through the prospect is something to cling to. As the global 
news darkens I try to find more time to absorb the beauty of 
emerging spring, watching the pair of long-tailed tits collecting 
cobwebs from under the thatch eaves to line their nest in the 
ivy beside the bathroom window. Delighting in the dormouse 
that has discovered the mesh peanut feeder hanging from the 
magnolia and each evening comes to supper there.

From the tops of the fir trees behind the house the rooks are cawing. It?s not a melodious tune, but it?s an affirmation of 
the eternal rhythm of life, of the joyfulness of spring.



NATURE NOTES
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I?m writing these notes on a rare sunny March day 
listening to the radio. I?m being told that as I fit the 
category of being over 70 with a, thankfully fairly mild, 
underlying medical condition I should be self isolating.  
Looking around the house I?ve plenty to occupy myself but 
I?m thinking that it won?t take long to get bored. However, 
realising that I don?t need to be indoors to isolate myself, 
I?m beginning to recognise the possibilities. With 
everything being cancelled I have now just removed the 
last engagement from my diary and for the first time in my 
memory, other than family activities I have no 
commitments!

I have started to realise the possibilities and have made a 
list. On top of the list is making a record of all the wildlife 
that comes into my garden. Our hedgehogs came out of 
hibernation on 16th March and a chaffinch started singing 
in our rowan tree on 17th. However as the birds have 
started nesting we are having less come to our bird table 
but it?s not just animals and birds that I intend to record. 
Fancying myself as a bit of an amateur entomologist I?m 
intending to record flies, bees, wasps, moths, beetles and 
any other insect I can find.

Although the garden is not that large and is in the middle 
of a housing estate it attracts quite a wide variety of 
species. Small craneflies have been coming to light in the 
windows since the beginning of January and the first 
queen Buff Tailed Bumblebee appeared in late February. 
The first reasonably warm sunny day also brought out the 
first of the hoverflies. The problem with studying insects is 
that whilst bumblebees and some others have ?common 
names? most do not and you have to get your head around 
mostly Latin names.  Now whilst I?m sure Boris Johnson, 
Jacob Rees-Mogg and other Old Etonians will have no 
problem in grasping them, I have difficulties in 
remembering these somewhat complex names.

Ever since childhood I have been fascinated by hoverflies, 
their ability to hover in the same place and if disturbed 

return to that exact same spot. The species of hoverfly I 
saw in my garden was ?Eristalis Tenax? and is one of the 
few hoverflies that has a ?common? name, in this case  
Drone Fly which gives the name to the fantastic flying 
machines now used so often in aerial photography.

Eristalis Tenax is the first of the hoverflies to emerge in 
Spring but is most abundant in late Summer and Autumn 
when they are often numerous on ivy flowers. I continue to 
find them fascinating and am always pleased to find their 
larvae, which occur in damp areas around my pond and 
can also be found in vast numbers in silage clamps and 
slurry tanks. However I feel I should point out that if 
anyone questions why you are on your hands and knees 
staring into a slurry pit, saying you are ?looking for flies? 
never seems to convince!

As the publication of the magazine is a bit uncertain over 
the coming months I will be posting photos of what I?ve 
discovered on the Honiton & Village News website 
(www.honitonvillagenews.co.uk). As usual I?m always 
interested in what you see in your garden, so please let 
me know.

I?ve also made another rash commitment for the coming 
months of isolation. I?ve told Lucy, our local National Trust 
Ranger, that I will record and map the lichens and mosses 
that occur in the hazel coppice on Dumpdon Hill. This is 
something that I?ve never done before but I have all the 
field guides and all the time, so I thought I would give it a 
go and hopefully add to the list of species recorded on the 
site. The only problem is that none of the lichens or 
mosses have ?common? names, and as with flies, the Latin 
ones can be confusing. On previous occasions when 
walking through the woods I?ve impressed friends by 
making up Latin names. This time however I?m going to 
have to get it right, but never mind it looks as if I will have 
plenty of time!

Vernonwhitlock@aol.com

Hoverfly Eristalis Tenax Hazel Coppice Dumpdon Hill



ANTIQUES SHOWCASE 
There was positive news from Chilcotts Auctioneers this week after a successful March sale.

Star performers were works of art by West Country impressionist painter F Stuart Richardson; the 
collection sold for over £10,000 (plus Buyer?s Premium). Some of the paintings are now going to new 
owners with a link to their subject matter.  Liz Chilcott explained:

?We contacted the Katwijks Museum prior to the sale as several of the paintings depicted local scenes 
painted by Richardson during his European travels, including shrimpers and women foraging on the 
dunes.

?We were delighted when the museum successfully bid for three such pictures, which will now go on 
display for locals and visitors to enjoy.?

In addition, a painting titled Gathering Fuel - The Bluebell Woods, near Gatcombe, Long Ashton was 
bought by residents actually living in a cottage next to the woods, whilst other artwork was bought by 
descendants of the artist himself.

The vendor?s son was at auction to see the action, and the vendor herself rang up after the sale to let 
the Chilcotts team know how pleased she was with the outcome.

Traditionally the March auction is quite small with sales building up to a crescendo at the end of each 
year, however, this year the figure was 34% higher than usual.

?Overall, the sale was really buzzing ? as was an evening event we held for local buyers in the week 
before,? added Liz.

The current situation with coronavirus is impacting on Chilcotts as with all businesses, with the auction 
house making contingency plans for the next few months such as exploring Skype valuation meetings, 
additional online bidding options and timed viewing slots. The office will be relocated to Duncan and Liz 
Chilcott?s home, from where telephone and email enquiries and correspondence will be answered via the 
existing phone numbers and email addresses.



BERTIE'S RAMBLINGS
Bertie the Eco-Warrior

Hello! My name is Bertie and as a young Working Cocker Spaniel I am one very lucky 
pooch. I live in a beautiful valley near Honiton, and Hembury Fort is my castle.  Every 
day is a great adventure and I have so much fun discovering all this really cool stuff 
about the world around me.

As I grow up I am learning how important it is to try and look after our environment 
including the countryside, woodlands and beaches where I love to play. I try very hard 
to be an eco-friendly pooch, my food comes in big paper bags from a local supplier, 
by choice I go for toys made from natural fibres and I prefer to walk or run 
everywhere; if do I have to go in a car I make sure I share with others and never 
travel on my own.

When we are out I am super good at finding all sorts of litter. You would be amazed at 
how many different bits of plastic I can find on just one walk. The humans get very 
excited when I pick up plastic and want to take it off me. My idea is to bury it so I try 
and run off and find some soft earth to dig a hole to put it in. We can have quite a 
game of chase over this and sometimes I get a bit over excited and swallow what is in 
my mouth which seems to get the humans quite upset.

My second birthday is coming up and I hope we are going to have a little party to 
celebrate. I am told that I am officially a teenager now [whatever that means] and often hear the phrase ?Bertie you 
should know better by now?. I really do try my very best to be a ?good boy? and I think I am getting the hang of how to fit 
in with family life.

For any young pups out there I can give you my top five tips on living happily with your humans:

1. When laundry is being carried around the house follow closely for any socks falling off the pile; running off with 
them becomes a fab game of hide and seek.

2. Hang around the kitchen when cooking is going on and be on super alert for tasty morsels dropping to the floor.
3. Stay very close when children are eating and get ready to hoover up the crumbs.
4. If by accident you do something that is deemed ?very naughty? just roll over on your back with your legs in the air 

- they think this very sweet and can never resit giving a tummy tickle which beats a telling off anytime.
5. And this one I learned from a chap called ?Pavlov?. Every time they feed you a treat give a little whimper, 

eventually you will find that if you give a little whimper then they will feed you a treat. Amazing I know but it really 
does work!
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The future use of St Michael's church as a community 
space is being discussed with church authorities.

Our St Michael's support group is in talks with the Diocese 
of Exeter about taking a long lease on the building and the 
field which would be the future car park.

The Diocese have already met with the East Devon 
planning authority to discuss " change of use", and have 
also adviced the Church Commissioners that a legal 
contract will need to be set out for discussion.

Our support group have started planning  how to turn 
ourselves into a Charity, but with recent developments 
(covid-19) it could easily be the end of year before this is 
achieved.

We have talked about a name for the new project; the best 
we have so far is St Michael's on the Hill. Of course we 
welcome any more " creative" ideas.

If we are allowed out of "quarantine" by July we would like 
to have a few summer events or open days.

St Michael's Church Honiton
by Chris Doran







A WALK FOR APRIL
by Chris Harwood

The Harpford Stroll

Map OS Explorer 115 ? Exmouth & Sidmouth. 1:25000
Under 2 Hours

3.8 miles

A very level, short but immensely interesting walk, following the old Feniton to 
Sidmouth branch railway track and returning along the banks of the River Otter. In 

between the two you can enjoy incredible woodland and sculptured sandstone 
gullies that still channel a steady stream of clear water over falls and between 

lichen covered rocks. A long finely bricked culvert can provide entertainment en 
route. Finally, a welcoming hostelry to round off a fine walk.

Park in the good car park in Tipton St John, opposite the garage (GR SY 0904 918) and moving up the road to the left 
passing the Golden Lion (yes, pass it, time for that at the end of the walk!), look for the road signed Hayne Hill off to the 
right. Take this road and move very gently uphill passing an interesting old house on the right. Soon you will come to an 
old brick bridge and just before this look for the wide track veering off to the left.

Now, onwards on the route of the old branch railway line. You can imagine the sound of the old steam train chugging 
along high up above the river. It must have been a wonderful route. Take a moment to peep down to the right at the old 
River Otter meandering along in the valley. Eventually, your track moves into the trees and what fine specimens they are. 
Tall, very tall, mixed hardwood and softwood many of which have luxuriant mossy growth on them. The good firm path 
runs high up on the edges of a large ravine, the sides of which all hide under the growth of scrub and forest. Not easy to 
distinguish but you will soon pass over a high embankment that spans a gully and here you will come to an old brick 
bridge that sports old iron railing on its walls. Look now for the steps just before the bridge and leading down to the left.

Follow these down to curve to the right under the bridge. There are many walks from here but stay on your track, perhaps 
taking a moment to admire the ancient brickwork. On a wonderful, now narrow, earthy path drop steadily downhill, 
passing through even more fine woodland. Once again the height of some of the trees is evidence of their fight to reach 
the light. Your path borders the stream running in the deeply eroded sandstone channel on your left where the odd 
waterfall eats its way even more deeply into the stone, whilst old fallen trees cause the water to make small diversions. 
Soon you will leave the canopy of trees to emerge into, hopefully, the sunshine!

Now, just potter along the track to meet a small road. Here, move left to drop down into Harpford, emerging opposite the 
Church. Left again and follow the good road down and to the right, passing the village hall on your left. At the bend in the 
road move right on to the Public Footpath passing through a little wooden gate and over the River Otter on a narrow 
bridge. Right here to amble at your leisure along the river back to Tipton St John. At the road, right and back to your car 
?  or, of course the Golden Lion.
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       SAVE THE DATE (with fingers crossed) ...
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Fish and Chips Evening
Offwell Village Hall Car Park

Saturday 4th April
6pm to 7.30pm 

Eat in or take home
Bar open

Good night out for all the family
First Saturday in every month - 
warm welcome for everyone. 

Profit to children?s new play park

Talaton Open Gardens Weekend
Saturday 23rd & Sunday 24th May 2020

2pm to 6pm

This event is now in its 27th year and a wide variety of 
gardens will be open within the parish. These will range in 

size from country house to cottage garden with 
meandering stream. A miniature steam railway is a major 

feature in one particular garden.

'Hunt the Hidden Object' for children
Cream Teas served in the Parish Hall

Plant Sales 

Admission:
£5 for the two days, accompanied under 16s free -
start and collect a map from the Church car park

or any of the gardens

Contact the Organisers:
01404 822864 / pamweston45@gmail.com

Proceeds to the Parish Church and Hall



 CLUBS, GROUPS & SOCIETIES
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Welcome to the Honiton, Ottery and District Association, 
originally founded to provide a series of social events for 
members of the National Trust. Nowadays you do not have to be 
a National Trust member to join us. Each year we organise a 
programme of talks, outings, holidays and other events such as 
a wine and cheese evening, a dinner, an afternoon tea and a 
Ploughman?s Lunch. Among the speakers this year are Todd 
Gray, who will be talking about the Exeter Cathedral Yard fire 
which destroyed one of the oldest hotels in the country, and 
Harvey Edgington who oversees all the TV programmes which 
are filmed in National Trust properties. Visits are to a wide range 
of houses, by no means all of them belonging to the Trust, and 
some of the places which are only open to groups.

There is ample opportunity to meet and make friends with other 
people with like-minded interests. The photograph is of a group 
having coffee when we went to Greenway, the former home of 
Agatha Christie. Before the outing these people didn?t all know 
each other; now, whenever they meet they stop for a chat. 
Perhaps you are new to the area; perhaps you would like to get 
out more, and would like to meet new people in friendly, relaxed 
circumstances. If so why not contact Gill Goodes, 01404 42081 
who will be delighted to give you more details of what we do and 
how to join us.

We had a good sale in the Mackarness Hall 
on Saturday 9th March, selling unwanted 
Christmas presents, bric-a-brac, plants and 
jams and a profit of £300 was made. Also at 
the sale was an opportunity to win one of our 
giant Easter eggs; around 50 squares were 
sold and the draw will take place on 
completion of the one hundredth square on 
the sheet or at Easter.

Membership recruitment is an ongoing problem, and at the moment 
all of our activities are run with a total of eleven Lions. Ideally we like 
to run on a minimum of twenty and, as the old saying goes, many 
hands make light work.

Honiton Lions was chartered in 1977 with a total of twenty men of all 
ages first meeting at The three Tuns pub later moving to the Angel 
Hotel, Heathfield Inn, Honiton Motel and then The Deer Park. We 
now meet at Kings House Day Hospice building on the second and 
fourth Tuesday at 7.30pm and our meetings in general last for one 
and a half to two hours.

We support mainly local charities but are part of an International organisation, so we also sometimes help with disasters 
abroad as well as in the UK.

I have been a Lion now some forty years and was 32 years of age when I joined; if only we could find members of that 
age again, to help us and to help others less fortunate than ourselves.

If you would like to find out more about Lions Clubs International, whatever your age, please give me a call on 01404 
43738 and leave a message if unanswered.

Lion Brian Richards President Honiton and District Lions Club

Honiton and District Lions Club

Honiton, Ottery & District Association
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EASTER 
Surprise Someone You Love

by Ami aged 14

Easter. This year it?s on Sunday 12th April. That is five days 
after my birthday. I love Easter. It is the one holiday that is 
mainly about chocolate! I remember one year I had a whole 
table covered in chocolate. Is it just about chocolate though? 
Or can it be about other things too?

Like family. I treasure family so much after my parents split up 
when I was young and my mum being adopted, which means I 
don?t get to see my Nana often. I treasure family because 
although I can have teenage hormone attacks, I know they will 
always have my back and I will always have theirs. Even when 
I do complain about them, I know they aren?t going anywhere 
anytime soon. Family does not just mean being blood related 
with someone either. I have a step mum and adopted 
grandparents. I also have many friends who feel like family 
and I just want to talk about a few of them, but I will not say 
their names, as they don?t wish their names to be said.

One friend I have, we have been close with each other since 
we started secondary school. She is funny, caring and 
trustworthy. If something has happened or bothering me, then 
I know I can always talk to her and trust her not to tell anyone.

Another friend is someone I have been friends with for about 
two years now. She is a part of the Jehovah?s Witnesses so does not believe in celebrating Christmas, birthdays etc. She 
helps me by talking me out of things that could get me in trouble. She also helps me think things through and put things 
into proportion.

One last friend ? I have only been friends with her for a few months due to her joining my school in September. She is 
funny and empathetic. She is going through a similar thing as I am, so we understand each other perfectly and we can be 
there for one another.

The reason why I am talking about friends is because friends are family and family are friends. I think Easter is not only 
about chocolate and bunnies, but about showing you?re there for the people you love.

For example, you could surprise your parents with breakfast in bed. You could give your friends a random gift of chocolate 
or something every so often. You could surprise your younger siblings with a letter from the Easter Bunny ? I did that once 
and trust me, it was worth it. Let?s all do something to surprise our family and friends this Easter.

But do not forget to do something for yourself. You could treat yourself to a bar of chocolate or something. You could even 
do something you enjoy. For example, I enjoy writing and doing crafty things. I also enjoy working in a shop, not just 
because it is full of sweets and gifts, but because I want to chip in my part for the community. I love seeing people when 
they get their sweets and their reactions.

And now you know exactly what Easter is all about. Remember to surprise someone you love.
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In 1967, having enjoyed success with Post Bus routes in Scotland and the Islands, Royal Mail set about introducing the 
first Post Bus in England and, after looking at several possible areas, Honiton was selected.

With the help of the then Post Master Mr Phil Pettipher (Office Manager), Charlie Grattan and UCW Representative, 
Reece Yeldon, the route, duty and format of the Honiton Post Bus was set up to become a part of our local landscape. 
For thirty years it was a lifeline in East Devon, as well as being a popular tourist attraction. The Post Bus is an important 
part of Honiton's history.

The morning route was fairly flexible but the afternoon route did not allow the bus to "stray" due to the collections and 
clearances of some nineteen post boxes, three sub post offices and one business collection! The bus left Honiton at 
13.50 and travelled via Combe Raleigh and Windgate Hill to Dunkeswell, occasionally diverting to Wolford Chapel for 
passengers, then on to Dunkeswell Abbey via Fishponds to Luppitt Common, descending with panoramic views over the 
Otter Valley into the village, crossing the ford and past the pretty cottages into Tapsterwater and on to Hartridge. The 
route then went on to Smeartharpe, close to the Somerset border; it turned down to the villages of Upottery then to 
Rawridge, where a stop was made to clear the sub post office and for a Devon surprise - when a tray of tea was brought 
to the passengers by the Post Mistress, Mrs Fehan, who provided this service for many years free of charge.

During this journey some addresses were honoured with a second delivery! The route continued on through Monkton 
across the ford and up to Beacon, skirting Dumpdon Hill and into the Hamlet of Wick. Returning for a second collection at 
Dunkeswell, it then proceeded back to Honiton where the mail was sorted and despatched to the head office in Exeter. 
Whilst driving and making collections, Max Pipe, one of the drivers, also acted as the local historian and general tourist 
guide, enlightening locals as well as tourists to the area with his weatlh of local knowledge.

"The Bus" has featured in many articles in the national press including a large piece in the Guardian which resulted in 
coverage in the 'British Feature' promoted by the British Tourist Authority and sent to approximately 800 foreign media to 
assist radio and TV journalists to generate ideas. This was to promote tourism in the UK which resulted in a double page, 
coloured spread in the Saturday Supplement of 'MAGASINET', the largest newspaper in Norway. The afternoon route was 
later described by a journalist as "a sort of route a kidnapper would take to confuse his victim, with information, laughter 
and a cup of tea thrown in".

Too few users and not enough trained drivers, together with cost cutting, finally sealed the fate of the Post Bus. It was a 
very sad loss to Honiton and the villages when the Post Bus was finally withdrawn from service.

Many of those passengers can still tell their own story today, recounting many hilarious but also poignant 
moments shared with Max.  It is hoped that a book about 'The Bus' can be published later this year. If any readers 
would like to share their memories or photographs, please do get in touch with Colin on 07768 730024.

Honiton and Village News is indebted to Max Pipe and Graham Charleton for giving up their time to share their memories and expertise 
for this article - also to Murray Kind (photographer) for the picture above of The Post Bus outside Dunkeswell Post Office, published 
here courtesy of the Post Office.     Colin Wright

FOND MEMORIES OF THE HONITON POST BUS



At this time of great concern for us all, we sincerely hope that you and your loved ones are in good health.

In terms of The Beehive, we can assure you that we are following Government advice and have put strict measures in 
place to protect staff, volunteers and visitors. At the time of writing, we are still open, but if you are thinking of visiting in 
the near future, please visit our website at www.beehivehoniton.co.uk or phone for the latest information.

As well as protecting visitors we must, however, also consider the financial implications of the virus and the potentially 
damaging impact on The Beehive. A decline in ticket sales, room bookings and visitor numbers will significantly affect our 
income to the extent that our long-term viability could be compromised.

The Beehive is run by a community-led charity (Honiton Community Complex No. 1162412). With no local authority 
grants, spending cuts imposed on local councils, together with the impact of COVID-19, we need supplementary funding 
to secure our future.

IF YOU CAN, PLEASE HELP TODAY

We have launched a ?Keep The Beehive Buzzing? fundraising campaign page with the help of Charities Aid Foundation 
who will collect donations on our behalf and also reclaim Gift Aid. Please visit it at www.beehivehoniton.co.uk/donate. 
Your support, whether a one-off or regular donation, will make a difference and help ensure the community can continue 
to benefit from all The Beehive has to offer.

Thank you for your support.

NEWS FROM THE BEEHIVE
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Honiton Carers Support Group

Honiton Carers enjoyed a Sleep and Relaxation 
workshop at their meeting on Wednesday 12th 
February. This is in effect an extension of the Peer 
Support already on offer from Devon Carers. Sally 
Radcliffe and Tracey Thompson  from Devon Carers 
explained that they had recently started to bring 
training to the Carer Support Groups instead of 
Carers having to travel long distances to attend 
courses.  They were extremely encouraged by the 
size of our group of 24 as groups usually consists of 
10 to 12 Carers at the time. 

On Wednesday 26th February we enjoyed a very 
busy session with no less than 3 speakers. Julie 
Pinder from the ?Filo Project? talked about the 
wonderful respite care they offer in their hosts' own 
homes, which makes for a person centred and 
tailored experience for the clients. Lucy Wakefield 
who cares for her mother  talked about running the 
London Marathon and raising funds for BRACE which 
she is very bravely doing shortly. Toni Hiscocks, who 
has recently taken up a new post within Hospiscare, 
explained all about her new fundraising role and what 
the money raised is spent on. All 3 speakers gave a 
brilliant presentation much enjoyed by the carers as 
were the refreshments served throughout the 
afternoon.  For more details about Honiton Carers 
Support Group please contact Winnie on:

winniekjer@btinternet.com or 07974 636926

Bell Ringing
A group of East Devon Ladies rang an extent of Plain Bob Minor 
(720 changes) to celebrate World Women?s Day at St Nicholas 
Church, Combe Raleigh. The ladies were from Combe Raleigh, 
Colyton, Honiton, Seaton, Shute and Sidmouth. One should 
never ask a lady her age, but I can reveal that the youngest was 
12 and the eldest quite a bit more.

Our young ringers 
continue to surprise 
us and a band of 
young ringers aged 
between 12 and 18, 
supported by Lisa 
Clarke (Combe 
Raleigh) and Derek 
Ballard (Honiton), 
successfully rang a 
quarter peal, (1260 
changes), of Plain Bob Doubles on the bells of St Nicholas, 
Combe Raleigh. I am reliably informed that an enthusiastic 
group of young ringers from across East Devon now meet at 
least once each month for some intensive practice.

Despite the worst that Storm Dennis could do, the Combe 
Raleigh Snowdrop Tea went ahead as planned. Though the 
number of visitors was not surprisingly down, all 2500 
snowdrops were sold and the event made a profit of £548.32, 
the ringers deciding to donate the entire profit to the church to 
help towards the new church path and the cost of bringing water 
into the church.

Trevor Hitchcock



 CLUBS, GROUPS & SOCIETIES
Yarcombe Village Hall New Cinema System

Thanks to a very generous grant from ?Awards for All? and topped up 
by both the Parish Council and the Parish Church, Yarcombe Village 
Hall now has a first class sound and projection system. It extends the 
opportunities available for the use of the Hall, for example for day 
conferences, illustrated talks and showing films. Very good kitchen 
facilities combined with easy access and excellent parking make the 
Hall amongst the best in the west. Other improvements have been 
carried out with the practical help led by the Hall Committee. We are 
happy to share these upgraded facilities at very modest fees beyond 
the village.

Enquiries to Debbie Carter on 07498503316 (Booking Secretary)

Honiton Garden Club
Following an amazing talk by  Sally Nex on Gardening Without Plastics at our February meeting, we 
reluctantly had to take the decision to suspend the Garden Club in line with Government and RHS guidance 
and to protect all our members. We will miss seeing you all every month and  going on outings. We want to 
continue weeding the flower bed so will be ouside St Paul's every first Saturday from 8am if you want to join 
us - but please bring your own tools. Although we will probably not be selling our wares at our annual sale, 
keep growing those plants - we will put them to good use when we can. Fear not, we will be back fit and 
ready to go as soon as we can.

All members who have already paid their annual subs for 2020 will be given free membership in 2021.

With best wishes to you all

Julia and the Garden Club Committee



Honiton Walking Club             

Put a spring in your step!

Walking can be described as the perfect exercise and is a low risk 
and accessible activity. Walking brings multiple benefits and not 
only can help prevent a range of illnesses but can also improve 
your general physical health and mental wellbeing. 

Walking is also a good way to improve your social health too. It's a 
way of making connections with other people and help you feel 
connected to the community. 

Walks in April 2020 are:

14th April - meeting at 9.30 a.m. for a moderate 7.5 mile walk in 
Cotleigh and Stockland Hill.

28th April - meeting at 1.30 p.m. for a moderate 5 mile walk in 
Offwell Woodlands.

Come and join Honiton Walking Club, a friendly long established 
club, that walks fortnightly all year round. Check out the Honiton 
Walking Club website for details  or on our Facebook page. New 
members will receive a warm welcome.       Linda Martin
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WESTERN SPIRIT LINE DANCING

What do you think of when someone says ?Line Dancing?? 

That looks complicated.

That?s not for me.

I don?t like country & western music

 ? and, of course, someone will always mention Yeehah!

At Honiton?s fantastic venue The Beehive every Wednesday evening about 
60 people will tell you to ignore all of the above as they enjoy learning new 
steps and music with Marina and Chris from Western Spirit.

Line dancing can trace its roots back to the regional folk songs of the 
American settlers in the 1800s and probably developed from the 
adaptation of polka and waltz through various formats and finally in the 
1970s to the line dancing of today. Although many line dances are set to 
country music, the first line dances did not originate from country-western 
dancing but is believed to have originated from folk dancing, with which it 
shares many similarities.

Known specifically as the ?disco era?, the 1970s was a period with many dance crazes sweeping America and at that time 
there were also massive changes to the country music scene and from this many popular country line dances were 
created.

In 1992 the country western hit ?Achy Breaky Heart? brought line dancing to be known by a wider audience and also start 
to become adopted by more pop-based music such as Macarena and 5,6,7,8.

Marina and Chris have so successfully introduced this style of dancing to East Devon that they also hold beginner, 
intermediate and improver classes in Colyton and Exeter in addition to those at The Beehive.

As its steps are simple, line dancing is ideal for everyone, whatever their age ? particularly those who love to dance but 
are frustrated by the need to have a partner in most other forms of dance. A line dance is a choreographed dance with a 
repeated sequence of steps in which a group of people dance in lines or rows, all facing in the same direction (that is until 
something goes wrong and you unexpectedly find yourself facing someone coming determinedly towards you! ? Whoops, 
get back in line quick!) Marina and Chris take every dance slowly and the music is a real mixture across all genres ? from 
modern pop, to country western to classic ballads. Some dances are slow and easy with few steps to remember ? and 
others aren?t! But hang on in there, you?ll get it eventually.

So why should you get involved? Line dancing brings you :

·Physical exercise (during an average class you will do the same number of steps as take up approximately a mile and a 
half)

·Exercise for the brain as you commit steps to memory and keep the grey cells working

·An opportunity to dance with other people but without the need for a partner

·The chance to listen to a variety of music

·A place to socialise

So once we are all past the Coronavirus, come along and join in ? walk right in, heart pounding, and throw yourself into 
one of the most fun activities Honiton has to offer, forgetting all the worries of the world as you concentrate on your 
grapevine and coaster step ? .

For more details contactmarina@westernspirit.co.ukor visit www.westernspirit.co.uk
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THE RAMBLINGS OF GERTIE FROM GITTISHAM

Winter is the cruellest season; the rain weeps, the wind cries out in anguish 
and Florence, the white chicken is dead, mauled, killed and half eaten by a 
hungry fox. Storms rage with a curious monotony: Aliyah, Brendan, Ciara, 
Dennis and Ellen? Yes, where is Ellen? Is she yet to wreak her wrath upon 
this drowning island? And now nature throws another dice into the game 
and Storm Coronavirus floods our consciousness and all is uncertainty, 
gloom and possible drear days of solitary confinement. Queenie, 
down-at-heel shop assistant, had a dry cough, nevertheless sucked a Tune 
in Honiton High Street and may I say no longer does the red wine rising to 
meet me at evening time ease the sorrow for all who are suffering.

Dear reader, once more I turn to poetry to comfort my insecurities, to shield 
me from the bitter fragmentation of our disintegrating planet. I settle in my 
armchair, with warmth and light, Bunty, my cat is on my lap and in my hand, 
a huge mug of tea, as is my wont. I hear the wind at the window. ?What is 
that noise? The wind under the door. What is that noise now? What is the 
wind doing? Nothing again nothing.? The rain continues to weep down the 
window pane and I turn the page and read William Carlos Williams:

So apt, as the devastation wreaked by storms and now this wretched pestilence reminds one of how helpless we are in 
the face of nature?s fury. (I know nothing! I see nothing! There is only fear and confusion in my head.) I ponder all the 
violent hours, the thick brown fog of a winter noon and my human brain aches. (Speak to me. Speak to me.) The white 
chicken dead; she who is the peaceful face of nature, now completely obliterated, attacked by another more violent force

The poem speaks to me; this old woman with wrinkled breasts can see, in perhaps this last hour the truth of ?a red wheel 
barrow glazed with rain?. Civilisation ? the making of material goods to lighten our weary load, to combat the cruel forces 
attacking our planet ? those small polished comforts of which, I am so suddenly aware. It is not time to call, ?Time, 
gentlemen please.? on this beleaguered nation. It is time to reflect on all the delights we can find within our homes which 
offer up comfort and joy in times of such duress.

I walk up the lane with gullies full of rushing water, splish-splash, splish-splash, splish-splash ? in the hedgerow I see the 
daffodils drooping under the onslaught of so much wind and rain, but hearken . . . there nestling in the mossy bank are 
the primroses, their washed-out faces brightening the darkening scene. My eyes turn to the lighted windows of my 
neighbours, where I often drink coffee and talk for an hour, and I see the warmth and the welcome that all their homes 
offer and my heart is full with gratitude. Goodnight Len. Goodnight Sarah. Goodnight Doris. Goodnight Ada. Goodnight 
Hazel. Ta ta. Goodnight.

I wander on down the lane to my granddaughters? chickens, all suitably clad in 
black feathers, mourning the death of their beloved sister, Florence. In the 
hopelessness of shared grief they scramble, clucking to greet me: Ramona, 
Sophie, Greta and little Mary. I breathe a sigh of relief. They are all here and we 
are pleased to be safe and together, and so we wander a little measuring out our 
lives in the little grains of corn. Ramona clucks at me, more insistently than 
usual, so I open her coop, the coop that has been barren and bare throughout 
the winter season.

There I find her eggs ? rich and brown; the potential for life, for another Florence 
to roam without fear and I remember that just around the corner is Easter with all 
the promises and with that the joy of Spring whatever storms may rage.

In Conversation with T S Eliot

The Red Wheelbarrow
so much depends
upon
a red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens
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LAUNCH OF HONITON MENTAL HEALTHY FRIENDLY TOWN CHARTER

Honiton is gearing itself up to become a mental health friendly town in response to needs identified by young people and 
their families.

A first for the county is a launch of a community-led ?Mental Health Friendly Town Charter? which aims to help local 
organisations and businesses become mental health friendly.

The Charter will provide training and resources on mental health awareness and a 
menu of ideas to create welcoming places for both customers and employees. 
Young people from the Thelma Hulbert ?Youth Masterpieces Group? are busy 
designing the logo, which will be displayed by participating organisations and 
businesses to communicate and promote their organisation as mental health 
friendly.

The project is being developed by Honiton Health Matters and Action East 
Devon?s Headlight team and with support from a steering group of local 
organisations including Honiton Community College, Honiton Parent Hub, Honiton 
Surgery, LED Leisure, Open Arms, Thelma Hulbert Gallery, Honiton Youth Club, 
East Devon District Council and input from young people from schools and youth 
groups.The project is being funded fromDevon County Council?s Doing What 
Matters Fund; this grant has enabled Action East Devon?s Headlight peer support 
service to work in with local organisations, clubs and businesses.

If you want to find out more about signing up your business or organisation to the Honiton Mental Health 
Friendly Charter, contact Action East Devon on 01404 549045 or emailinfo@actioneastdevon.org.uk.Updates on 
the new project will be posted on www.honitonhealthmatters.org.uk



A PRAYER FOR THESE TIMES
Church leaders in Britain and Ireland urged Christians to take part in a National Day of Prayer and Action about the 
coronavirus on Mothering Sunday (22nd March).  The call was issued by the presidents of the ecumenical grouping 
Churches Together in England: the Archbishop of Canterbury, the RC Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster, the Moderator 
of the Free Churches, the CTE president for the Orthodox Churches, and the CTE Pentecostal president.  It was also 
supported by Churches Together in Britain and Ireland, Cytûn, the Church of Scotland, and the Evangelical Alliance.  

The following prayer was written for the event, and people of faith, or none, were invited to use it when lighting a candle.  

For all that is good in life, thank you,
For the love of family and friends, thank you,

For the kindness of good neighbour and Samaritan stranger, thank you.
May those who are vulnerable, hungry or homeless, experience support,

May those who are sick, know healing,
May those who are anxious or bereaved, sense comfort.

Bless and guide political leaders and decision-makers, with wisdom,
Bless and guide health workers and key workers, with strength and well-being,

Bless and guide each one of us, as we adapt to a new way of living.
And may the light shining from our windows,

across road and wynd, glen and ben, kyle and isle,
be reflected in our hearts and hands and hopes.

Through Jesus Christ our Lord, Amen.
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CAN YOU HELP THE HONITON HOSPITAL & COMMUNITY 
LEAGUE OF FRIENDS?

We are looking for someone special to take up the role of Fundraising 
Co-ordinator and to organise our super team of fundraising volunteers.  Do 

you have some fresh ideas to help Honiton Hospital and the Community 
League of Friends? We need to raise funds to enable us to continue our 
work supporting our hospital and the surrounding communities. This is a 

voluntary position.  If you are interested, please contact:

Maddy Harley, Volunteer Co-ordinator, on 07870 300915.

LOCAL CHARITIES



LOCAL CHARITIES
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HONITON POTTERY
Pottery making started in Honiton High Street when red clay was dug up from the ground 
behind 30 High Street. It was shaped and fired to make basic unglazed items like flower pots 
and bread crocks.

From early in the 20th Century until 1918 Mr Forster and Mr Hunt produced basic domestic 
wares and later introduced rich blue and green glazes often decorating by tube-lining (similar 
to icing a cake) to produce a raised outline. Other pots had mottoes scratched into the surface 
of the clay. One popular candlestick motto was ?Tonight my light you borrow. The sun will 
shine tomorrow?.

In 1918 talented potter Mr Charles Collard bought 
The Pottery. The conditions were very primitive, 
water had to be collected from a nearby stream. 

So, he had water and gas supplies laid on and his family moved into 30 High 
Street. Behind the house (on the south side, where Pottery Close is now), 
there was a traditional large brick bottle chimney style kiln (shown). Firing the 
pots took 3 men, 2 days and nights. The burning coal created clouds of smoke 
that often covered the town! Collard had previously won two gold medals for 
his pottery at International Exhibitions. He continued to produce a wide range 
of wonderful innovative designs that followed the latest fashions and were 
made and decorated by a team of skilled workers. The pottery sold in Harrods, 
Selfridges and around the world.

Following the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939 production at the pottery 
stopped. Not only was firing the kiln against the blackout regulations, but also 
many of the workers were either called up or sent to other wartime occupations. 

In 1947 The pottery was purchased by Mr Hull and Mr & Mrs Chapplow. The 
pottery was then extensively modernised. Instead of hand throwing, most pots 
were created by slip-casting. Liquid clay referred to as slip was poured into plaster 
moulds. Clay and glazes were then bought from Staffordshire. The local red clay 
was replaced by white blended clay. Hence by looking at the colour of clay you 
know whether a pot was made before or after 1947.

In 1956 the ?Clean Air Act? made firing the bottle kiln illegal as it was so smokey. The pottery purchased 4 ?Trolley hearth? 
electric kilns to fire the pottery. The trolley trucks were carefully loaded with pots and then moved along a track and 
carefully pushed into the kiln (as shown).

Then from 1961 Mr & Mrs Redvers ran Honiton Pottery. Over the next 34 years 
they continued to produce many of the special traditional hand painted designs 
and also many contemporary new ranges. Further new technology was 
introduced. Honiton was the first pottery in the UK to have a Ram Press, which as 
the name suggests pressed the clay into a shaped mould. Wedgewood, Royal 
Doulton and Crown Derby all purchased Presses after seeing how well they 
worked at Honiton. Honiton Pottery expanded and extended eventually employing 
up to 40 people. The many skilled jobs included designing, hand painting, printing, 
glaze spraying and mould making. The exciting ranges included the pop art style 
faces for The Next Store Group in 1980s. The innovative designs came to the 

attention of the V&A Museum in London who purchased a plate commemorating the wedding of Charles and Diana and 
also an elegant Japanese style tableware range for their design collection. Pottery continued to sell in the top London 
stores and around the world including Macy's in New York. Sadly, under pressure from cheap imports, manufacturing 
became no longer viable. Like so many other British Potteries the factory was forced to close in 1990s. The housing in 
Pottery Close has been built on the factory site. 

The pottery tradition continues at 30 High Street in the new 'Honiton Pottery Workshop' where you 
can 'have a go' at throwing on a potters wheel and hand paint a wide variety of items. 

The Honiton Pottery Collectors? Society are enthusiastic 
collectors of Honiton and Crown Dorset Art Potteries. We 
have an extensive archive. Our experts can reveal the 
hidden history of the pots, often able to identify the age and 
talented painters or designers. We have a website 
www.hpcsoc.com and Facebook Group Page and open 
meetings visitors are welcome to attend. 

There is an excellent collection of Honiton Pottery in the Honiton Allhallows Museum



BOOK REVIEW

?1917? is a current must see 
film. I?m told it is not to be 
missed, but I won?t be going. 
No matter how good, it 
cannot better the film I saw 
inside my head last month 
when I read ?All Quiet on The 
Western Front?.

"Continuous fire, defensive 
fire, curtain fire, trench 
mortars, gas, tanks, 

machine-guns, hand-grenades - words, words but they 
embrace all the horrors of the world."

Your name is Paul Bäume. You are a young German 
student, looking forward to completing your education, 
meeting pretty girls, having fun and making your mark in 
the world. But suddenly that world has vanished. You are 
in the army, lying in mud at the bottom of a shell hole and 
WWI is raging around you. You could die at any moment.

"We are not youth any longer. We don't want to take the 
world by storm. We are fleeing from ourselves, from our 
life. We were eighteen and had begun to love life and the 
world; and we had to shoot it to pieces."

The suffering and terror of war make no sense to Paul and 
his friends. He has no quarrel with young Frenchmen or 
Englishmen. No desire to kill them. Yet, in desperation for 
his own life, he does kill a French soldier in hand-to-hand 
combat. As he lies exhausted at the bottom of a shell hole, 
full of remorse, he watches the man slowly die. He 
examines the man's papers; he sees he was a printer; he 
sees the photographs of a wife and children. In his shame, 
he makes a promise to the dead man that should he 
survive he will fight against the things that have wrecked 
both their lives. Such killing must never happen again.

The utter waste of war pervades the whole book. No more 
so than in a hospital where Paul is recovering from a leg 
wound. He is lucky, he will live and walk again but around 
him men are dying from all manner of terrible wounds on 
every part of their bodies.

"How pointless all human thoughts, words and deeds must 
be, if things like this are possible! Everything must have 
been fraudulent and pointless if thousands of years of 
civilisation weren't even able to prevent this river of 
blood............Only a military hospital can show you what 
war is."

All Quiet on The Western Front is a wonderful novel, 
immersing the reader in the lives of a small group of 
young men as day after day they face the unimaginable 
horror of trench warfare, only able to endure through 
comradeship, ingenuity, humour and courage.

"Summer, 1918. Never has life 
in its simplest outline seemed 
so desirable to us as it does 
now; the poppies in the fields 
near our base camp, the shiny 
beetles on the blades of grass, 
the warm evenings in the cool, 
half dark rooms, black, 
mysterious trees at twilight, the 
stars and the streams, dreams 
and a long sleep. Oh life, life, 
life!"

Do read it, especially if you?ve 
been to see ?1917?. Which is 
the better film do you think?

John Burgess

All Quiet On The Western Front by Erich Maria Remarque
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Book Clubs
You don?t need to be an expert in literary criticism to enjoy a book club. To be honest, much of our discussion 
is not even about ?the? book at all. Shouts of laughter from my sitting room usually prompt shrugs and 
mutterings of ?Oh, book club again? from my family. On one occasion, nobody had ventured beyond chapter 1 
and nobody had much to say, so the discussion was over in about ten minutes. We had more interesting topics 
to explore.

A book club is a good excuse for a social gathering, perhaps at someone?s house with a few refreshments and 
a glass of wine or two, or a regular slot a local pub sharing a plate of chips, or at a cafe chatting over coffee 
and cake. All you need is to decide if you liked the book and why.

What if I don?t like the book, you ask. Don?t read it. Others probably feel the same as you do. Just think of a 
reason why. I know what I like, you say. Yes, but how do you know what you haven?t tried? Some of the best 
discussions have been about discovering a new author, or trying a new genre. It?s expensive, is a concern, 

agreed, but try suggesting a charity shop book and sharing it, or buying one with others and passing it 
round.Honiton Library is a good source of sets of books just for book-clubs and they will order tit les from 
other libraries for you. Not having time to read is a common problem. It?s not uncommon for someone to 
arrive a few minutes late having just ? literally ? finished the book! I?ve recently discovered audio books and 
can be seen doing the ironing or cooking dinner whilst plugged into my phone.

Why not start your own club, or check Honiton Library for one near you? You may be amazed at how many 
there are around Honiton. Richard and Judy are definitely on to something!    Jennie Sleeman





A Honiton artist has joined others from all over the world to produce artwork in support of those affected by the recent 
Australian bush fires. Cynthia Underdown, who lives just outside the town, has produced a number of postcard sketches 
such as the one of the Koala illustrated below which have been posted on Instagram.

Cynthia, a wildlife and portrait artist who has been painting all her life, gained national recognition in 2018 when her 
painting of Grayson Perry was chosen to be included in the predigious Summer Exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts 
in London. She normally paints in oils and is a member of Seaton and District Art Society where she regularly exhibits in 
their annual exhibition.

Cynthia particularly enjoys painting animals and wildlife such as the Hare illustrated and has also produced paintings to 
support charities such as Explorers Against Extinction which raises awareness of the threats facing the world?s iconic 
animals and their habitats.  If you would like to see some of her art why not pop along to The Grazing Cow at Offwell 
where you will see her stunning oil painting of a Moo-na Lisa (as shown on the cover of this magazine) proudly exhibited.

THE THRIVING LOCAL ART SCENE

Hybrid Gallery shows figurative art in the relaxed environment of a Georgian 
property in the High Street of Honiton in East Devon. Here paintings, sculpture 
and craft to be seen on a domestic scale and in the more contemporary Garden 
gallery.

There is a narrative thread to much of the work, some is quirky and all of it 
demonstrates skill in a particular medium. The range of subjects and techniques 
embraced in our exhibition programme means there is always fresh, new work 
of quality to enjoy.

We also attend regional Art Fairs where work from a selection of our artists may 
be purchased.

51 High Street, Honiton EX14 1PW         01404 43201
info@hybrid-devon.co.uk                        Tuesday to Saturday 10am - 5pm

Honit on Ar t ist  Suppor t s Aust ralia

Current Exhibition - Serena Curmi Unchartered 
(until 14th April)



ADAM THE GARDENER
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?Hanami? in Japanese translates as ?the viewing of flowers and appreciation of 
their transient nature?, specifically it refers to the cherry blossom that is 
celebrated from Okinawa down south in January/February up through Japan, 
reaching Hokiado in the north by April/May. The Cherry Festivals involve food 
and drink and music, and by night the translucent blossom is lit up by lanterns 
in many parks; the media closely follow the progress of the ?blossom front? as 
it moves north. This winter Japan donated 4500 cherry trees to the UK as a 
token of bilateral friendship; many have been planted to celebrate our own 
blossom festival [Hanami] in Regents Park in London, something to look 
forward to.

Meanwhile Honiton has burst out in blossom from the wet drab winter weather 
that we have not celebrated. The bright yellow of Forsythia, the whites, reds 
and pinks of Magnolias, and of course cherry trees many with Japanese 
cultivar names. Narrow and upright and preferred for small spaces is 
?Amanagawa?, broad and spreading and good for summer shade is the 
popular ?Kanzan? - both cultivars have flowers the colour of candy floss, 

though ?Kanzan? is more blousy because its flowers are double. I like to visit my favourite cherry blossom in spring at 
Dartington Hall Gardens, on the edge of the house terrace is a lovely canopy of ?The Great White Cherry? or Tai-Haku; it 
has single white flowers that are twice as large as most cherry flowers, you can stand underneath and look up seeing 
nothing else but white blossom. The mythical Tai-haku was lost in cultivation in Japan but rediscovered by a cherry tree 
enthusiast Collingwood Ingram in a Sussex garden, he then re-introduced it back to Japan in 1932. There are many good 
reasons to visit the gardens at Dartington Hall, not least because it is free; in the grounds you will find many fascinating 
sculptures, amongst them ?The Donkey? [(conic symbol of Dartington) and the ?Reclining Lady? by Henry Moore no less.

We have two cherries native to our British woodlands - Prunus padus (The Bird Cherry) and Prunus avium (The Wild 
Cherry, the Latin translates as ?plum of the birds?) -  both tend to grow as loners in woodland but have their moment 
standing proud with white blossom in May.

Cherries are related to crab apples, both being in the rose family, and a close look at their flower structure will confirm 
this, in fact they are easily confused. The wild crab apple Malus sylvestris also grows alone in the woods, providing long 
lasting fruit for the birds into the Winter. There are many cultivated crab apples and are some bred for blossom, like 
?Royalty? a beautiful purple with purple leaves as well. One of my favourite crab apples was bred by a friend and colleague 
at Bicton College and named after him, ?Richard Fulcher? - we just called him Dick - look out for this one in nurserie,s it is 
still in cultivation and very special. Last year I came across a new crab apple variety bred by a nurseryman called John in 
Sussex and released as he retired, it is called ?Frutilious? on account of its large and abundant fruit (not his name, it should 
be great for jelly in the Autumn, you should find it in garden centres.

Surprisingly many fruiting trees need a combination of cold and warmth to make them blossom. Apple trees need to 
accumulate cold units below about 7 degrees centigrade before they will blossom and fruit, they have a cold clock if you 
like. For this reason, apples are hardly grown as a crop in warmer climes such as the Mediterranean region or much of 
Africa.

Rhubarb has a similar cold requirement before it will start growing again, that is why a lot of forced rhubarb was and still is 
grown in the Rhubarb Triangle around Wakefield where soil temperatures drop the fastest in England in the Autumn. I had 
a go at forcing some rhubarb in February in our boiler room, I assumed it had enough cold outside by then.

Cherry Blossom, Apple Blossom and Rhubarb Spell Spring





PERSONAL MESSAGES

90th Birthday Greetings to 
1st Honiton Scout Group!

Sunday 26th April 2020
Looking forward to the celebrations in due course ... x
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Jill Hamilton

Happy Birthday

on

Easter Sunday!

With love from all your friends

xxxx



TRIP & THE HONITON MAKATON SING & SIGN CHOIR

On 28th March, TRIP are taking over 60 people of the Honiton 
Makaton Sing & Sign Choir in three coaches (2 from TRIP and one 
from Parnells) to Noah's Ark Family Zoo. This was only possible as 
Devon County Council 'Doing What Matters' supported TRIP for a 
Winter Friendship Project, focusing on reducing isolation and 
loneliness by getting people of all ages out, laughing and sharing a 
meal!

The funding from Devon County Council covered 75% of the cost 
and Tesco kindly agreed the Tesco Book collection for March would 
be donated to TRIP to cover the other 25%.

Sharon Thorne, TRIP Deputy Manager, said she has been 
overwhelmed with the kindness of people supporting this trip. She 
went on to say that as when she had spoken with Sharon Parnell, 
the Makaton Choir organiser, hearing about how excited the group 
was about the day trip, it became infectious.  At the time of going to 
press, the group were planning to make posters or dress up for the 
day out - which is brilliant.

Sharon Thorne, TRIP Deputy Manager, receiving a 
presentation o funds from the Tesco book collection from 

Duncan Sherdan-Shaw
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COMMUNITY SCRAPBOOK
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Ammie and Tommy Ariss-Barker of Honiton presented £2,000 raised by their fundraising 
events to the RD&E for the Bramble Ward. A highlight of the evening for Tommy was meeting 

Exeter Chiefs' legends Tony Walker and Greg Holmes.

Cathy Maunder (right) celebrated her 60th 
Birthday with her sister Alison and Mum Jennie.

Kadence Cheffey with the help of Mum Carla at 
her popular Charity Tea in aid of Macmillan and 

Hospiscare at Gittisham Village Hall.

March 2020

Left: Duncan Sheridan 
Shaw of Tesco presents 
a cheque for £400 as a 
result of its book sale to 
Lyn Hargood and Town 
Crier Dave Retter of the 
Honiton Hot Pennies 
Committee for its 800th 
anniversary in 2021.

Right: International artist 
Richard Long with Thelma 

Hulbert Gallery curator 
Ruth Gooding.
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Don and Win take to the floor at
Honiton Community College

COMMUNITY SCRAPBOOK

20th March - Restaurants, cafes and bars are 
locked-down - but it's business as usual thanks 
to Linda and Tracy of the Takeaway Van

Freddie Olive (aged 3), Callie Craft (aged 4) and 
Tyler Craft (aged 7) enjoy World Book Day

March 2020

Lovely positivity from James & 
Rochelle of Howling Wolf Coffee

Jeff Middleton and 
Claire Brown, Beehive 
volunteers, ready to 

take calls on the 
Coronavirus 

Information Line at its 
launch on 23rd March - 
(and sitting 2m apart!)
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